Wall & ceiling
| ECOISO® SPL | ECOISO® QUADCORK OUTLINE |
Panels do not include mounting accessories
(contact glue sold separately)

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS | Wall & Ceiling mounting

Mark the measurements of the existent
surface (wall or ceiling) were you want to
install the panel with a paper thin reference
adhesive tape.
Prior to application, always clean all surfaces
before applying any glue ensuring them free
of dust or grease.
To ensure maximum adhesion strength do not
reposition, so measure twice and glue only
once.
On a workbench, apply contact glue (1 liter
per sqm on both gluing surfaces) on the back
of the panel all over the surface homogeneously.
In the area previously marked apply contact
glue similarly as you did before on the panel
...homogeneously.
Now center the panel with the marks and
press it firmly and homogeneously during the
mounting glue's curing time, average aprox.
time 2 hours.
For ceiling panels temporary auxiliar supporting bars (anchors) between the floor and the
center areas of the panel, can be used; while
taking extra care to always use a protective
thick and enough dense & clean material like
foam (or a dense pillow) between the panel
and the anchors to ensure not to damage
panel surfaces. Between the anchor and the
floor a protective material like a simple piece
of wood or dense foam also should be used to
protect floor finishings.
NOTICE: Adhesive time is dependant on the
weight of the panel to glue. Always consult
the mounting or contact glue specifications.
Adhesive gluing times can vary with humidity
and temperature. Make sure that the room’s
temperature and humidity are within the
acceptable product values available on our
website.
During application and the gluing phase
ensure an abundant and proper air ventilation
of the room as glues can release solvents and
some odors with it. The usage of masks with
recomended filter type are advised.
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